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Azumuth is an alternative hard rock 
band from Melbourne, Australia that 
was formed in 2007 by New 
Zealand singer/songwriter Aidan 
Dickens. Having spent 5 years with 
his previous band, Aidan decided it 
was time to move on, and in 2006 
made the move to Melbourne. 

Aidan recorded and produced 
Azumuth’s self-titled debut album 
which was released in 2008. At the 
completion of the album, Aidan 
enlisted the members he needed for 
Azumuth to take to the stage. The 
band comprises keyboardist Adam 
Rieck, bassist Adverse e fex, 
drummer Genie, and guitarist 
Nathan Young. 

Signing with Bluepie records in 
early 2009, Azumuth is now gearing 
up to take their music to the masses 
with brand new material from the 
upcoming Fly EP and Illuminus 
album. 

The album features a diverse set of 
musical styles, structures and 

dynamics, largely attributed to 
Aidan’s variety of influences. While 
many tracks feature pounding 
rhythms and bass work, chunky 
guitar riffs and soaring vocals, some 
slow the tempo down and 
incorporate lush strings, acoustic 
guitars and emotionally-driven 
vocals.

With Bluepie records onboard, a 
consolidated line-up and the 
upcoming release of Illuminus, it is 
a very exciting time for Azumuth. 

So stay tuned, and keep up-to-date 
with all things Azumuth by joining 
the newsletter and regulary visitng 
their website and MySpace. The 
journey has just begun!
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Quotes
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“Dickens' lyrics are intelligent and meaningful, the songs melodic, and the 
choruses extremely catchy and memorable, since Dickens never fails to let it all 
out on the choruses” 

- Chris & the RadioIndy.com Review Team

“Illuminus” is the newest release by hard rock/alternative band Azumuth. The 
record wastes no time getting into heavy guitar riffs with the opening song “For 
You” but contrarily decorates softer moments with well balanced synths and vocal 
harmonies. Further surpassing alternative rock expectations is the piano ballad, 
“Illuminate” which is also accompanied by stunning synth strings. The broad 
influences and tones elevate this album beyond the typical and will grab hold of 
the listener with its edgy rock and outstanding musicians who perform with tight 
accuracy. There’s also a nice element to the recordings that’s sincere and 
vulnerably honest. For fans of modern rock with density, this is the new record to 
check out. The ever popular band, “Tool” may have found their new opening act.

-Max B. and the RadioIndy.com Reviewer Team

“Excellent vocals! The song could make it on the vocals alone! Has that new 
romantic british vibe ala Talk Talk with an indie rock edge. I'm still in shock over 
the vocals... Fantastic!”

-End’s of the Earth l Garageband.com

“Good guitar. The vocals are great! The vocal harmonies are a good compliment 
and create a cool vibe, making the song sound better overall. The instrumental 
harmonies later on are really nice. I hear good song writing mixed with retro and 
harder touches. I really like the atmosphere the song makes and the way it leaves 
off, nice range of emotion.”

-Painted l Garageband.com

“I dig this song. I like the guitars, I like the vocals and I like everything else. It’s 
not too long either, which would have killed it. It's got a great catchy chorus too. 
Great job!”

-Bitter Truth l Garageband.com

“This song is pretty, well structured, and played almost to perfection. To me this 
track sounds like it would work great on a soundtrack of a film like 'the crow' or 
'queen of the damned.”

-The Rain l Garageband.com



Videos

The Lost

Fly

www.youtube.com

www.mtv.com.au

www.abc.net.au/rage

www.muzu.tv

www.videohits.com.au

Videos

Azumuth’s music clips are now 
available to watch. Please 
request and watch from the 
following:


